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HUBERT HARRISON
In late February, Jenny Potts was very sad to report the death of Hubert (Rex) Harrison, who died on 18 February 2020 at the age
of 91 - he would have been 92 on 19 March.
Hubert was one of the founder members of Orpheus Caving Club back in 1949 and has remained in touch with the club through
some of the older members, even though he was no longer an active caver. We have been proud to have him as an Honorary
Member for many years.
Our condolences go to his wife, Bobbie, and to his family.

Some memories of Hubert
Some memories of HRH, even the initials give some insight
into his cheerful, mischievous and fun loving character. Like
a lot of the older members he was a bit of a legend.
Caving - He did lots of pioneering work in Dowel Dale. He
walked the Pennine Way in the 1970s when it was still
considered a huge achievement.
Legends Hubert and Geoff Thornber went into the Bluebell
Inn at Fenny Bentley. Thornber had a bad throat and kept
taking small purple tyrozets, throat lozenges, Hubert told the
landlady he was taking purple hearts. She rushed over,
grabbed Geoff by the collar and shouted “Why do you do it,
why?” and threw Geoff out. Hubert was in a corner clutching
his chest laughing.
Hubert didn't like the foreman at work so once he put lots of
scrap lead pellets in the down tube of his push bike, it was 3
weeks before the foreman realised.

Hubert was a coppersmith by trade and as a side-line he made
hammered top copper coffee tables. When ordered to make
one for someone he didn’t like - Geoff was with him at the
time - Hubert hammered a four letter word into the copper top.
“It's ruined,” said Geoff. “It's OK,” said Hubert and
hammered the rest of the top thus obliterating the word. Geoff
said “Nobody will know it’s there.” “Except me and you,"
replied Hubert.
Quite a few years ago, Hubert had a heart pacemaker fitted.
That night in bed there was a beeping noise. Downstairs,
preparing to go back to the hospital, Bobby realised the
beeping had stopped. It was then traced to a smoke alarm with
a low battery. He told everybody this story with a big grin.
He was such a mischievous character that even having his
funeral on Friday 13th would have made him laugh.
Rod Clayton
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Experiences with Hubert
Here a few snippets of my experiences with Hubert and the
older Orpheus Gang. It is difficult to show the atmosphere
that was created and the fun and pleasure enjoyed but the pure
essence of Orpheus comradeship has lost one of its stars.
I joined the club after the Hubert high days but after retiring in
2000 did do a few social trips and walks with him, Groins,
Spud, Christine Bailey and the gang on the Thursdays.
Tales of the past were passed around as we covered the
ground, some about caving and more about silly scrapes as per
the Last of the Summer Wine (Hubert could have been the
inspiration for the TV series).
The only time I caved with Hubert was up at Swaledale on a
special trip organised by Pete Rowe, around Crackpot Mine.
Later on back at the Punch Bowl he persuaded me to explore
as many of the 100 blends of whiskey on display there as we
could manage. Thankfully rescue came with the arrival of the
Hatband dragging Hubert away for another virtuoso evening
of revelry.
He mentioned the railway he helped to build in Dowel Dale
Cave to speed up the removal of the deads. This he said was
then removed to Water Icicle and if you look along the

passage to the main chamber you can see the deads stacked on
the floor against the walls.
Geoff Thornber told me of the long walks he and Hubert used
to do sleeping out overnight but moaned that Hubert’s
favourite dry shelter was any tunnel in a railway embankment
and that it was like sleeping in a wind tunnel.
Groins said he was always being told off by his older brother
for not playing the right notes or keeping to the tempo. Hubert
was a good guitar player and the Hatband played at a village
fete near Rugeley and I saw him in action along with another
player on banjo and they were a sight to behold.
Every Christmas at the Dinner there was always plenty of
prizes but the star prize was invariably the copper topped table
Hubert used to make as he was a coppersmith. One day in a
lull in our imbibing he explained how the various copper
kettles hanging in the hostelry had been made then gave them
marks out of ten.
The best gift is the memories we have and I wish all the family
and friends deepest sympathy and fondest memories.
John Pratt

Experiences with Hubert
Some OCC members might not know of Hubert or had the
privilege to have meet him. He was a really knowledgeable
gentleman and a great outdoor companion.
Hubert, Groins and Spud used to walk in Derbyshire,
Staffordshire or Leicestershire every Thursday. A lot of these
walks were done in the youth hostelling days. In their
retirement I was invited to join the three of them and we spent
many happy hours walking and of course drinking; it was a
laugh a minute. Later, as word of these walks spread other
friends enjoyed these days out including Ron and Norma
Peters and Christine Bailey.
Often the days ended at the Nags Head at Hulland Ward where
we were sometimes joined by Boyd. Danny, the landlord,
would always prepare us a free buffet. The day always ended
with a skiffle band performance sometimes supported by the
Kingsman Folk band, which always attracted some villagers
and others from further afield. These were unbelievable days
and I was honoured to be a part of them.
Hubert had a wicked sense of humour. A couple of his tales I
will never forget. He had a pacemaker fitted, one night whilst

in bed he was woken by a noise he didn't recognise, after a
while he assumed it was his pacemaker. Worried, he phoned
for medical advice explaining that he thought the pacemaker
was failing. The doctor assured Hubert that wasn’t the
problem and asked him if he had a smoke alarm and had he
changed the battery lately? Hubert said he did have one and
no he hadn’t changed the battery. Of course the noise was the
low battery alarm bleeping ! After replacing the battery he
settled back down to sleep only to have a very strange dream...
He was in Buxton desperate for a No 2, finding a toilet he
went into a cubicle, quickly sat down and relieved himself but
in his rush he hadn't locked the cubicle door. Suddenly the
door burst open and in backed a huge Walrus who sat on his
knee and crapped all over him! What a strange night he had.
Hubert I guess is reunited with his brother Groins and friend
Spud all playing their favourite skiffle music again. Rest in
Peace special mate, condolences to all his family.
Chris Barratt
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Mines of the Via Gellia - 21 December 2019

Editor’s bit...
Hi folks. These are very interesting times we live in, aren’t they!
Here’s the first newsletter of the year. As there isn’t likely to be much caving in the next few months
at least and I’m going to be at home for at least the next twelve weeks with plenty of time on my
hands, I thought I might try to do some mini newsletters every few weeks and fill them with old trip
reports. Obviously, to do that I need your help, so if you have any entertaining stories of past caving
trips, suggestions for great walks, scrambles or climbs you’ve done, or ways you’re finding to entertain
yourselves whilst staying safe at home, please send them in, let’s keep in touch.
Let’s hope that in a few months or so we’ll be able to get underground again, but in the meantime,
please stay at home and stay safe.
All the best
Karen
PS: Please also note the change of some committee email addresses to generic OCC ones.
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NAMHO - LLANAFAN - 4-8 JULY 2019
A pre-NAMHO walk over Plynlimon Hill past the source of
the Wye searching out traces of old mine workings, parking at
Eisteddfa off the A44 between Llangurig and Ponterwyd and
walking east towards the quarries underneath Esgair y Maen.
The good weather gave us panoramic views allowing easy
navigation to the Wye Valley path in the valley bottom. The
development of an off-road centre has hidden most of the
structures that served the local mines but artefacts are
numerous up the valley making the 6 mile trek worthwhile.
These include: three levels, three wheel pits, pelton wheel,
pump rods, winding wheel and a manual winch. The levels
are accessible but above knee deep and some crawling in
water.

Wandered through the Hafren Forest past Nant yr Eira Mine,
again about 8 miles to the nearest road but evidence of
dressing floor, buildings and dam but no levels visible.
Over the top of the old dam and up to the peak at 752m and
over to the Plynlimon Mines with two vertical shafts, one
kibble and wheel pit but no evidence of the main shaft
workings.
Descended to the cars and motored down to Llanafan.
Pete Wagstaff

TRIP REPORTS
Saturday, 16 November 2019 - Ogof Draenen
Starting off from Whitewalls we loaded all the gear into Phil's
car and the 4 of us set off along the old tram road. The new
bridge over the gorge was now open so we crossed this to get
to the Bryn Mawr roundabout.
Arriving at the usual parking place, just before the old Lamb
& Fox pub, we noticed large concrete blocks placed in the
access points so we had to look for somewhere else to park.
About 100 metres beyond there was some off road parking. It
looked like a regular parking place for dog walkers.
With all the recent rain we had experienced in the Midlands
we were not too sure what conditions would be like
underground, especially the entrance section which can take a
lot of surface water. The liquid mud immediately in the
entrance wasn't a good sign. The smell wasn't too good either.
The reality was not that bad. The entrance boulder choke and
scaffolded shafts were certainly not running with water and
the small stream didn't seem to have much more water than
my last trip. Just before the hole in the floor a small dam had
been constructed with a short section of drain pipe to try and
divert the water. This was of limited use as the water still
poured down the hole. Once down through the wet hole I
found a length of blue flexible hose. I passed this up to Pete
who managed to refit it to the end of the drain pipe. This took
a significant amount of the water and hoped it would make life
easier on our return.
At Cairn Junction, Keith filled in the log book, then on to Tea
Junction. Our first objective was Gilwern Passage. Following
the water downstream from Tea Junction we soon reached a
large slope up to the right which was the way to Gilwern
Passage. It is about 1 km long and mainly large passage with
some fine formations. After about 200m water enters from a
high aven and the passage becomes a steamway but with the
water now flowing in the opposite direction to the main
streamway. From this point on the going was more difficult
underfoot, mainly being a boulder floor. The passage ended
when the stream disappeared round a corner and into a very
low section of passage.
Straight on there were a number of other alternatives. All
closed down except one which led to Old Illtydian's Chamber.

We entered the chamber and looked for a the way on. We
tried a couple of options but they came to nothing. Reading
the description after our return indicated the way on to the
Galería Garimpeiros Extensions was to follow the stream.
That will have to wait for another visit.
Back to Tea Junction and onto our 2nd objective, Megadrive,
Paul's choice as he'd not been there before. We followed
White Arch Passage to Lamb & Fox Chamber and along the
traverses of Indiana Highway. Keith gave a lavish description
of the size of Megadrive, creating a big build up for Paul as we
approached.
Unfortunately he over-egged the pudding
somewhat and were all a little underwhelmed. While it is a
large and impressive passage it didn't quite match his
description. On our return we commented that Indiana
Highway is a very long section of traversing and reassuring to
have the traverse line on the most exposed section.
Our final objective was to try and find the Crystal Cruncher.
We had noticed 2 passages leading off to our right in White
Arch Passage about 60m from Tea Junction. The first one we
reached on the way back was a flat out crawl in a wide
bedding plane with a dried mud floor. Pete and Phil tried this
route. It led to a small chamber and a short sandy crawl
ending in a dig. The second passage looked like a flat out
crawl in a small sandy floored tube. We were all feeling tired
by this stage so didn't try it. Looking at the survey, once back
at Whitewalls, proved that this was the route we were looking
for! Another time perhaps.
A straightforward exit from Tea Junction. The blue pipe Pete
had fitted was still in place and was quite effective at reducing
the water flowing down the wet hole.
It was dark when we got out and trying to rain. It wasn't
windy so getting changed was not particularly uncomfortable.
We stopped in Bryn Mawr on the way back to find something
to eat. The pubs didn't seem to offer food but we found a
pizza take away with a 2 for 1 offer, which was good value.
TUG 6 hours - Pete Wagstaff, Keith Slatcher, Paul Thorne,
Phil Wall
Phil Wall
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Old Gells Mine - Paul went in first, but wasn’t happy with the
traverse over the first shaft, so I carried on with Dave, Charles
(who was determined not to get his feet wet) and Keith. We
went right to the far end - even Charles who did get his feet
wet. Again I had forgotten just how far it is and how much of
it is stooping; it was hard work coming out. We found Pete
not far from the entrance. It turned out that Abbie had also
balked at the shafts, so the three of them had retreated back
down the hill. It was dark when we emerged, which felt much
more natural, and we skated back down the hill to the cars and
got changed. Unfortunately Paul had run over my lamp
moving the car out of the mud so he could get back in. 
We were last to leave the layby and, because we were facing
the wrong way, had to go up to the Ryder Point turn to use a
U-turn and head back down the Via Gellia into Matlock Bath.
I managed to get parked on the road and we found Dave and
Pete in the Midland (by the bridge). We were soon joined by
Chris and Abbie and eventually Charles caught us up as well.
We walked across to the Balti just after 6pm and had a great
meal and a good laugh too. Then home and Keith headed off
back to Rugby.
TUG: 3 hours or so - Pete Wagstaff, Doug Hobbs,
Toni Wintin, Millie Hobbs, Chris Jackson, Abbie Brocklesby,
Charles Bailey, Dave Phillips, Adam Geens, Keith Slatcher,
Paul Lydon & Karen Slatcher.
Karen Slatcher

Saturday, 21 December 2019 - Mines of the
Via Gellia by candlelight
Keith arrived at our house about 12:30 after a horrible, very
busy journey. Got bacon butties for the three of us and we
polished off half a dozen mince pies as well, as you do! I
drove us to the Goodluck layby for 13:45, but we were still
last and I squeezed the car onto a muddy patch.
Silver Eye Mine - Got changed and examined lights. Paul
had his camping candle, I had a metal and glass lantern that
takes a tea-light, Keith had a candle in a perspex box, Adam
had a candle in a bottle, Charles had a candle set in a cut-off
plastic bottle, Pete had managed to connect a tiny IKEA
lantern to the front of an old helmet (clever!), Chris and Abbie
had candles in dumpy jars with handles glued on, Dave had a
big red IKEA lantern like mine with a huge red candle in it
and Doug, Toni and Millie had glass jars with dumpy candles
in them. Clearly Chris and Doug had done this before!!!!
Doug took one look at my candle lantern and handed me a
spare glass jar, complete with dumpy candle and foil heat
guard - I was impressed! (And very relieved I had it later!). I
placed my lantern behind the rear wheel of the car to hide it
from anyone checking out the cars.
We walked up the path, past the side path to Goodluck Mine
and just to the point where the path bends away to the left, in a
tiny valley. The mine is directly above what looks like a bit of
a rake running parallel to the valley on the right hand side of
it. It’s actually easier to walk part way up the valley and then
turn right up the side of the rake itself. The mine is a fairly
obvious hole (if you get to the right spot) and the entrance
drops away inside quite steeply.
Having lit our candles, we began to venture inside. Straight
away, the differences between the various set-ups became
glaringly obvious. We moved slowly, letting our eyes adjust
to very little light. It wasn’t long before we came to the
flat-out grovel. Adam went first and how he got through
without his unprotected candle going out, I have no idea! I
managed fine with my jar and Keith followed me, then
Charles, then Dave. There was a hold-up behind them, but it
was difficult to work out what was going on.
It turned out Paul that was struggling with his candle light and
then Toni and Millie realised it wasn’t “walking”, which was
what they’d understood and decided to pass. Neither Pete, nor
I, could really remember much of it. Sorry guys.
I was dropping through a hole in the left hand wall when there
was a shattering sound and Dave announced that he’d broken
his lamp. Fortunately it turned out to be just one of the four
panels and the others moved the pieces to the side of the
passage. Continuing we came to the first of two climbs. I
cheated on them and used my light as quite frankly you
couldn’t see where you were going! Most of us made it down
into the lower level and Chris handed around some mince pies,
then we began to make our way out again, which took some
time. Keith picked up the glass from Dave’s broken lamp and
Pete brought it out. Back on the surface, it was barely 4pm so
we decided to continue up to Old Gells. Adam didn’t have
time to go underground as he had to get home, but he decided
to come up to see the entrance.
We got on the really steep part of the path and almost
immediately I fell flat on my face, so Adam took my lamp
with him and headed on up. It was treacherous and really hard
going when you’re as lardy as I am at the moment, but we all
made it in the end.

Saturday, 28 December 2019 - Eldon Hole
We got changed and walked up - I huffed and puffed a lot!!
Keith rigged North Gully, followed by Charles and myself,
Pete rigged South Gully, followed by Andy and Phil. Once at
the bottom - I was last down apart from Phil - we dropped into
the main chamber where Pete and Andy had already rigged the
‘pull-up’ and started up into Millers’ Chamber. I hadn’t
intended to go up there, but frankly it was cold in the main
chamber, so I went up last.
The first four had gone up the Damocles ropes to sort out the
damaged bit and Keith was rooting around up a dig at the far
side of Millers’ Chamber. It’s years since I’d been up there
and I’d forgotten just how sparkly and pretty it is. Keith and I
sat and chatted for a while and once the lower Damocles rope
started waggling around, I headed for the rope back down into
the main chamber. It seemed rather cooler back down there.
With Keith coming back down, I headed back up the
scaffolding and started slowly prusiking back up the North
route. I waited a while at the top of the rope, but Keith said I
should carry on, so I did. He ended up going back down to
collect the ‘third’ rope bag from Phil so that Phil could take
one of the North Gully bags. With a rather biting wind from
the southwest, I decided to wander back to the cars and Keith,
Pete and Andy joined me. After the trip we made plans to
cave in Peak in January.
A rather enjoyable and easy-going bimble (for me anyway)
into this rather large hole in the ground!
TUG: 3 hrs - Keith Slatcher, Pete Wagstaff, Charles Bailey,
Andy Cavill, Karen Slatcher & Phil Wall.
Karen Slatcher
Apologies to those who had been sold on ‘easy’ caving.
Unfortunately as you get older your mind starts to play tricks
on you and my memories of Silver Eye, in particular, were
utterly wrong!
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from above. It’s slightly more to the right of the entrance
hole.
Following the rift a short distance, the first pitch appears, the
backup being a drilled hole through the rock approx 1m off the
floor on the LH wall. A simple and short pitch drops virtually
straight onto the second pitch, a small alcove on the right can
be looked at, but dead ends almost immediately (and is
muddy!!).
The second pitch is best negotiated by rigging the Y-hang, but
then posting yourself through the hole without being attached,
perfectly safe as long as you don’t go too far left looking down
the hole. It’s only a metre or so drop, and would be awkward
if on rope.
Now the cave begins to show its true character, as the next
Y-hang drops you a short distance to a ledge and the complete
shaft can be seen with daylight coming from the shaft entrance
above, and the large, wide rift dropping all the way to the floor
20m or so below. Another Y hang from the wall of the rift is
followed by an opposite wall deviation (tat in-situ, but take a
sling just in case). There is another Y hang about 2m below
the last, just after the deviation, but I didn’t see the point, so
just dropped straight down to the floor. Maybe if the rift was
taking water (it obviously does as evidenced below), the last Y
hang would keep you out of the worst of it.
At the bottom a blasted passage off the rift leads to a further
pitch down about 7m, but unfortunately this hasn’t been bolted
yet. It obviously dead ends, but I always like to bottom a cave
if I can, so this was a little frustrating!!
Back in the rift, there is an amazing wall of mud about 6m
high, undisturbed sedimentary strata visible throughout. There
was also a lot of vegetation debris up to about 2m off the floor,
so this place obviously sumps in high water levels.
When the shaft is bolted, it will probably give a straight drop
down to floor level, which would be nice as an exchange trip.
Considering I was expecting the usual small squalid
Derbyshire poo pit, I have to say I was pleasantly surprised at
the varied nature of the cave and interesting variety of rigging.
It would also make the perfect place to take novice SRTers,
the bolt placement is perfect, everything is easy to negotiate,
but it’s interesting enough to be fun.
TUG 1.5hrs - Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher, Paul Lydon,
Gareth Harrison.
Keith Slatcher

Saturday, 14 March 2020 - Oxlow Caverns
Going in was uneventful, with Keith rigging, then Paul, Gareth
and myself.
Gareth was telling me that James is getting on well at 6th
Form College, playing a lot of squash by the sounds of it.
I overtook Paul with the bottom bag and he dropped to the
back. As we reached the ramp we became rather strung out,
but we re-grouped at the bottom and continued through the
horizontal passages to the far end. Once we’d all landed we
went to the bottom.
Water levels were generally not that high, but it was
understandably damp for all that.
Heading back up worked well initially. I took the bottom bag
from Keith part way up the ramp and then had a mare getting
past the deviation and getting off the top, completely tangled
around the down rope. From there I was very slow and
tramped slowly to the entrance series pitches and fought my
way up there to surface - phew!
TUG: 3 hours - Keith Slatcher, Gareth Harrison, Karen
Slatcher & Paul Lydon
Karen Slatcher

Sunday, 15 March 2020 - Snelslow Swallet
Seeing as access arrangements had recently been reestablished, and it seemed somewhere to go on a wet Sunday,
it was decided to go have a look, even though it would cost the
usual Giants £3.
From the Giants car park, go in the opposite direction, through
the gate and follow the wall (with the wall on your right) to
the “stile”, a couple of manky caving iron ladders propped up
against the wall.
Carry on round the hillside for about 200m, through the wall
which has collapsed to floor level in a few places, and you will
come across a neatly dry stone walled circle, approx 5m in
diameter that houses the shaft. There are currently no hangers
in place on the shaft (although there will be in the future), and
the better SRT trip is via the swallet entrance anyway, so make
your way down to the streamway, the swallet entrance being
in line with the shaft.
It’s a fairly large entrance, with a 2m drop into a rift,
negotiated via an in-situ iron ladder, which is difficult to see

FROM THE LOG BOOK
Threading the ropes to de-rig was painstakingly slow.
Adam (new temp member) and Pete Wag.
Pete Wagstaff

WHALF CLIMBING SHAFT
Sunday, 28 August 2019
After showing Adam SRT on the cottage wall we were both
confident he could manage an SRT cave, so motored over to
Knotlow and rigged Whalf with two ropes to allow me to
check Adam’s changeover technique.
Easy and safe was his method and we were soon at the bottom
exploring the Hillocks connections. Thought it would be easy
going up, but did not allow for another group coming down.
With three ropes down, it was major knitting, but Adam coped
well and exited tired but satisfied with his first caving SRT
trip.

OXLOW CAVERNS
Saturday, 21 September 2019
A short trip into Oxlow. Keith rigged to the top of the last
short drop to the stream (below) where the Maskhill route
comes in), we had a quick snack and then started heading out.
I met the Birmingham Cave & Crag group at the top of the
ramp and went up before they finished rigging and then we
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alternated one down, one up. They were exchanging with
another group of BC&C in Maskhill.
Excited to glorious sunshine and stopped off for pints (of tea)
in Monyash on the way back to the club.
TUG: 2½ish - Keith Slatcher, Paul Lydon & Karen Slatcher.
Karen Slatcher

Still a little water in the crawl of the Cartgate. Into the
Workshop and a quick look at the direct Leviathan route, then
a climb down to the alternative dry route. Then returned to
Bitch Pitch and ascended with a tackle bag each. Eventually
out to sunshine and cold wind and about 30 school kids
wandering along the footpath towards Cave Dale.
Charles Bailey, Dave Phillips & Pete Wag.
Pete Wagstaff

JH
Sunday, 29 September 2019
Planned pre-rigging of JH prior to a trip to Ride of the
Valkyries in Peak.
Another wet day on the Sunday following a week of rain. The
forecast was grim for Sunday, but the morning set out time
was dry and encouraged us to complete the trip.
The campsite at Rowter Farm was empty and the rubbish skip
was overflowing with the remains of tents in different torn
states.
Over to the entrance and soon down to the cartgate with a
good stream running down the lower shaft wall. Eventually
we were crawling in half a metre deep water, which we had
never seen before.
The climb down was very wet and when we reached Bitch
Pitch a waterfall was pouring out about 5m down from the
Y-hang.
Eventually arrived at the ledges for the final pitch into the
Workshop, but the waterfall was now a barrier that all three of
us disliked, so we decided to curtail the trip leaving the tackle
bags on a dry shelf.
Returned up Bitch Pitch rather sodden and made a soggy quick
exist ‘tackle bag-less’ to surface to meet lots more rain.
Tempted to retrieve a tent from the skip to get changed under.
TUG: 3½ hours - Charles Bailey, Andy Cavill and Pete Wag.
Pete Wagstaff

OCC BONFIRE PARTY
Saturday/Sunday - 2/3 November 2019
Dreadful weather forecast and heavy rain on Friday and
Saturday morning put people off. Eileen and Jenny still
produced food for 40 but only 20 turned up on the night.
Weather cleared so bonfire and fireworks went well and
everyone scoffed themselves silly on chilli and baked
potatoes. Take-away leftovers put us into profit on the food
by £12+ and the hut made £88, so not a bad result
Jenny Potts

YARNCLIFFE QUARRY
Saturday, 23 November 2019
The University of London Mountaineering Club arrived on the
evening of the 22nd and on the foggy, wet morning of
Saturday, travelled to Yarncliffe Quarry with guide Paul to
top-rope the gritstone slabs. Beginners learned the basics of
belaying and enjoyed the extra challenge of numb fingers and
muddy rock! Experienced climbers tested their skills on more
challenging routes and practiced placing lead-climbing gear.
The group rewarded themselves with magnificent bean chilli,
apple crumble (both vegan and traditional) and drinks all
around.
ULMC

MASKHILL / OXLOW

STANAGE EDGE

Saturday, 5 October 2019
As the weather had continued throughout the week we
changed plans from Ride of the Valkyries to Maskhill-Oxlow.
Four down Oxlow and four down Maskhill. As we had four
ropes left down JH we had to improvise the rigging for
Maskhill on remaining ropes.
All went well and we exchanged at the West Chamber with
five out of Maskhill and three Oxlow. Different personnel
making up an exchange trip. Wetter in Oxlow than Maskhill.
Out to a find afternoon and soon changed back at Oxlow
Farm.
TUG: 4-5 hours - Keith Slatcher, Paul Thorne, Karen
Slatcher, Paul Lydon, Pete Wag, Andy Cavill, Sam Garrad and
Charles Bailey.
Pete Wagstaff

Sunday, 24 November 2019
Time for ULMC to head off! After a rewarding full English
breakfast we made our way to Stanage Edge, arriving a little
later than expected (due to everyone having a nice lay-in. 
Initially 2 top ropes were set up around the April Crack area,
one on Hargreaves’ and the other to the right past Christmas
Crack. Following this, we had 3 groups going around doing
trad leads - one on Christmas Crack and the other beginning
their trad experience with some early V Diffs. We were given
a demonstration on building anchors as well. Routes were a
little damp, but thankfully nothing like yesterday!
Loved staying in the hut again! Always a brilliant weekend.
Thanks!!
ULMC

JH ROPE RETRIEVAL

Unfortunately there will be no more Logbook
entries until we are able to access the cottage
again.

Wednesday, 9 October 2019
After several days of showers and sun, we retrieved the ropes
from the Workshop in relatively dry conditions.
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Periodicals
Originator
Brit. Cave Res. Assn.
Brit. Cave Res. Assn.

Title
Annual Review
Trans. (Cave & Karst Science)

Vol.

No.

46

Brit. Cave Res. Assn.

Trans. (Cave & Karst Science)

46

Derbyshire Caving Assn.
Descent
Descent
Grampian Spel. Group
South Wales Caving Club
Speleogica Societa Italiana

Nl. (The Derbyshire Caver)

Bulletin, 5th. Ser.
Newsletter
Speleologia

3

2

Date
2018
2019 August

ISSN
2516-1423
1356-191X

3

2019 December

1356-191X

152
270
271
2
136
81

2019 August
2019 Oct/Nov
2019/20 Dec/Jan
2019 October
2019 October
2019 July

0394-9761

Orpheus Publications
Originator
Orpheus Caving Club

Title
Bulletin

Orpheus Caving Club

Vol.

No.
152

Date
2019 September

Bulletin

153

2019 October

Orpheus Caving Club

Bulletin

154

2019 October

Orpheus Caving Club

Bulletin

155

2019 November

Orpheus Caving Club

Bulletin

156

2020 January

Cave Spider - Meta menardi
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OCC COMMITTEE & OFFICERS 2020
The OCC Committee

Representatives & Keyholders

Chairman: Jenny Potts

OCC Rep to DCA Meetings:

chairman@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

Karen Slatcher

OCC Rep to BCRA Meetings:

Secretary: Chris Jackson

Jenny Potts

secretary@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Rep to BCA Meetings:

Treasurer: Tricia Webber

Jenny Potts

treasurer@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Rep to DCRO Meetings:

Librarian: Simon Brooks

Paul Lydon

librarian@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

Tackle Store Keys held by:

Hut Warden: Pete Wagstaff

Ken Morton, Simon Brooks
Pete Wagstaff, Paul Lydon
Keith Slatcher, Chris Jackson
& Phil Wall

hutwarden@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

Tackle Master: Keith Slatcher
equipment@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

Library Cupboard Keys held by:
Jenny Potts, Simon Brooks
Doug Hobbs, Pete Wagstaff
Karen Slatcher

Caving Secretary: Dave Philips
meets@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Gear Cupboard Keys held by:

Committee Members:

Ken Morton, Pete Wagstaff
Paul Lydon, Keith Slatcher

Doug Hobbs:
member1@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk
Paul Lydon:
member2@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

Clubs with Reciprocal Rights
Mendip Cave Group
Shepton Mallet Caving Club
South Wales Caving Club
Red Rose Cave & Pothole Club

Cottage Booking Secretary: Jenny Potts
bookings@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

THE NEXT ISSUE OF THE NEWSLETTER WILL BE VOL 55, NO 4-6, JANUARY TO MARCH 2020
Please bear in mind that without your write-ups and articles, there will be very little to send out (apart from my own write-ups and I
imagine you’ll get heartily sick of those!), so I will be nagging for write-ups if you’ve promised to do them!
B&W surveys and maps are welcome, as are B&W drawings. We are usually limited to 4 pages of colour photos or maps per
issue, but please send them in regardless – if there are enough you may get a centre spread as well. If you can email your article
that would be really helpful, but I’ll happily accept contributions scribbled on the back of a beer mat!
Please send your contributions by email to newsletter@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk or by post, handwritten or typed to:
Karen Slatcher, Kirby House, Main Street, Winster, MATLOCK, Derbyshire DE4 2DH

www.orpheuscavingclub.org.uk
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DUKE STREET, IREBY FELL CAVERN - 4 MAY 2019

PANT MAWR - 18 MAY 2019
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MINES OF THE VIA GELLIA - 21 DECEMBER 2019

The demise of Dave’s lantern
Pre-caving

and post-caving 
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